NEXT EVOLUTION IN
PERSONAL TRANSPORTATION

The next generation in
multi-purpose,
eco-friendly transportation

INTEGRATED THUMB THROTTLE

Speed Control With Automatic Braking

ELECTRO MAGNETIC BRAKING SYSTEM

Rear Wheel Lock For Steep Hill Parking

Now riders can
'Surf The Earth'
just about anywhere
they want to go.

UNDERCARRIAGE DEFLECTION SYSTEM
Motor Gearbox Protection

NONSLIP RHINO LINER DECK

Durable and Ergonomically Designed

THE FUTURE
IS NOW!
After years of design,
development and
testing the
ResortBoard is now
available in the UAE

We are committed to changing the way people
choose to travel. Blending fun, convenience,
performance and ease of use in a revolutionary new
personal transportation vehicle. Our mission is to
create the next generation of leisure mobility.
Expect to see major hotels and theme parks offering
ResortBoards to explore their properties. Premier
eco-friendly resorts will have ResortBoards so that
guests can enjoy guided tours of the beautiful
surroundings.
The ResortBoard will transform vacation and
tourism transportation by providing a unique new
experience for travellers and guests. Soon you will
be able to explore the beautiful scenery of the
United Arab Emirates on an eco-friendly personal
transportation vehicle.
Residents of gated communities will be able to pop
down to the shops and visit neighbours on a
ResortBoard. Explore the corniche or the boardwalk
in an exciting new way. The possibilities are endless!

Our ResortBoard is the Next Evolution in Personal Transportation
A highly versatile personal transportation vehicle, our ResortBoard is perfect for getting around large resorts,
residential communities, theme parks, harbours and marinas. Every tourism destination with a large property can
offer ResortBoards as a fun, convenient, low cost eco-friendly alternative for getting to the store, pool, tennis club,
restaurants as well as for shopping, picnicking and sightseeing. The ResortBoard is simply the most exciting, safe
and accessible way to experience any vacation destination.
Looking for a more active and environmentally friendly way to get around? Become a ResortBoard owner today-it
weighs only 65Kg s, and costs just Dh1 a charge for up to 29km. The ResortBoard can be used on pavement,
gravel, loose dirt and sand. The detachable carry baskets and cooler allow you to bring extra gear, drinks and
snacks. With over 180kg of total carrying capacity you can load tools and other equipment for your excursion.
The rugged design includes heavy-duty front and back spring brackets, off-road suspension system, plus
extra-large wheels that improve stability and optimize ground clearance. ResortBoards are also equipped with an
undercarriage protection system that includes gearbox skid cover and protective roller bars.
Whether you’re a vacation destination looking to introduce an exciting new offering, or an individual user who
wants to take advantage of the convenience of a narrow proﬁle electric personal transportation vehicle, the
ResortBoard will provide an unforgettable 'Surf The Earth' experience.

SPECIFICATIONS
RANGE

DIMENSIONS

Street

: approximately 29km

Length

: 155cm

Off-road

: approximately 24km

Height

: 25cm

Width

: 56cm

BATTERY SYSTEM
Battery Pack

: Li-Ion

Voltage

: 50 Volts

Max. Capacity

: 1.2 kWh

Min. Capacity

: 1.1 kWh

Charger

: External

Charge Time

: 2.2 hours

Quick Charge

: 1 hours

Input

: Std 110V or 220V

ECONOMY

MOTOR
Type

: High Efﬁciency Brushed Motors

Speed

: Up to 22 km/h

Low Speed

: 11 km/h

Controller

: 250 Amp, Industrial Grade
Controller

WEIGHT
Total Weight

: Approximately 65kg

Carrying Capacity

: 180kg

Typical Cost to Recharge : Dh1/-

DECK

DRIVETRAIN

Deck

Power Delivery

: Proprietary 4 Wheel Drive

Tires

: 13x33cm All-Terrain
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: Dura-liner coated deck with
embedded grit
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